scene iv	PART SECOND	301
spirit of the pities
He calls the sight
Despite itself!—parries yon lancers thrust,
And with his own sword renders dust to dust /
The ghastly climax of the strife is reached ; the combatants are seen to be
firing grape and canister at speaking distance, and discharging musketry in
each other's faces when so close that their complexions may be recognized.
Hot corpses, their mouths blackened by cartridge-biting, and siirrpunded by
cast-away knapsacks, firelocks, hats, stocks, flint-boxes, and priming-horns,
together \vith red and blue rags of clothing, gaiters, epaulettes, limbs, and
viscera, accumulate on the slopes, increasing from tuos and threes to half-
dozens, and from half-dozens to heaps, which steam with their own warmth
as the spring rain falls gently upon them.
The critical instant has come, and the English break. But a comparatively
fresh division, with fusileers, is brought into the turmoil by hardinge and
cole, and these make one last strain to save the day, and their names and
lives. The fusileers mount the incline, and issuing from the srnoke and mist
startle the enemy by their arrival on a spot deemed won.
semichorus I of the pities (aerial music)
They come, beset by riddling hail;
They sway like sedges in a gale;
They fail, and win, and win, and fail.    Albuera!
semichorus II
They gain the ground there, yard by yard,
Their brows and hair and lashes charred,
Their blackened teeth set frm and hard.
semichorus I
Their mad assailants rave and reel,
And face, as men who scorn to feel,
The close-lined, three-edged prongs of steeL
semichorus II
Tillfaintness follows closing-in,
When, faltering headlong down, they spin
Like leaves.    But those pay well who win Albuera.
semichorus I
Out of six thousand souls that sware
To Jiold the mount, or pass elsewhere,
But eighteen hundred muster there.

